Descriptive Summary

Title: Tina Silverstein photographs of the University of California, Santa Cruz
Dates: 1983-1985
Collection Number: MS 306
Creator/Collector: Silverstein, Tina
Extent: .25 linear feet (1 slide box)
Online items available

Repository: UC Santa Cruz. Special Collections and Archives
Santa Cruz, California 95064

Abstract: The collection contains 56 color slides of the UCSC Farm, taken by Tina Silverstein during her apprenticeship with the Agroecology Program, as it was then called. The images were captured on four different dates: August, 1983, November, 1984, May, 1985, and December, 1985, and include plantings, structures, garden art, and views of and from the Farm.

Language of Material: English

Access
The images in this collection have been digitized and are available through UCSC Library Digital Collections.

Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. Literary rights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to publish or to reproduce the material, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.

Preferred Citation
Tina Silverstein photographs of the University of California, Santa Cruz. UC Santa Cruz. Special Collections and Archives

Acquisition Information
Gift of Tina Silverstein, 2015

Scope and Content of Collection
The collection contains 56 color slides of the UCSC Farm, taken by Tina Silverstein during her apprenticeship with the Agroecology Program, as it was then called. The images were captured on four different dates: August, 1983, November, 1984, May, 1985, and December, 1985, and include plantings, structures, garden art, and views of and from the Farm.
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